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(Where do you get peyote?)
Prom Texas. You have to go after it.
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(Do you have to do anything special when you go and get it?)
t
No. Just go up there and buy it. Those Mexicans they dry it and you
just buy it from them if you .don't want to go out to the field/and cut
it yourself. It grow just like any kind of weed you know. It's got a
...did you ever gee any?)
No, I don't know what it looks like.)

J

There'p some at the house.
(How mich^does it cost?)
You can buy it for-'about $20, $30..just any amount you want.
('How much yould you get forx$20?)
You might get 60 lbs. of green ones and*"dry ones. And it's really
good medicine for—and that's the way I doctor with my own medicine.
That's what I use to doctor people with. I got faith in myself. I get
them well.
(Where did peyote come from? Did the Comanches always have it.)
We always had it..way back.
HOW THE COMANCHE GOT PEYOTE:
(Are there any stories about where it came from or how the Comanches got
it?)
My boys grandfather was one of the Indians that was cappured by the
Navajos, 1 guess, and then he got away from them and went on into Old
Mexico. And when he was in Old Mexico, those people down there were using it. Along time you know. He stayed in Old Mexico abot ten years
and fainlly when the railroad came on--those Mexicans that capture h'im,
they died away—he was just a young man like you when he was captured
by them. And then after ten years, these old people that were keeping
/'
him, they die, and finally the railroad came out and came back to the

